CCH SureComply™

CCH SureComply is a single-view tool to consolidate and streamline compliance deadlines and support management of sales and use tax compliance across the U.S.

If you are conducting business across several states and are looking forward to further expansion, you know meeting your sales and use tax obligations consistently, accurately and efficiently can be a challenge. Using CCH SureComply mitigates the risk of missing important state tax deadlines, eliminates the need for research on each state’s compliance dates as well as their required forms, and streamlines the compliance workflow across your team.

Mitigate Risk
- **Calendar** — See upcoming compliance dates for your business across all states
- **Alerts** — Receive reminders for pending deadlines
- **Accuracy** — Real-time updates mean you’re always working to the correct date and know the required form

Streamline Compliance Workflow
- **Team** — Supports single or multi-person teams
- **Visibility** — Calendar, reminders and alerts are visible to all team members
- **Manage** — Assign, monitor and receive updates on upcoming tasks

Ease-of-use
- **Easy installation** — no IT resources needed
- **Outlook® compatible** — synchronizes with Microsoft® Outlook® to easily align with daily workflow
- **One-time setup** — Clear, simple one-time set-up; updates only required as your business grows and evolves

CCH SureComply gives you and your team a simple but powerful tool to efficiently and accurately manage your sales tax compliance.
When you have to be right

Calendar — CCH SureComply leverages Microsoft® Outlook® and other calendar tools to provide a familiar and integrated workflow experience. Accessible via mobile devices as well.

Notifications — Use email or other alerts for upcoming deadlines.

Task Management — Assign tasks across the team to efficiently manage workflow; progress tracking options available too.